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Abstract: Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) play an increasingly important role in various areas of
life, including in terms of protection and security. As a result of fires, volcanic eruptions, or other
emergencies, huge amounts of toxic gases, dust, and other substances are emitted into the environment,
which, together with high temperature, often leads to serious environmental contamination. Based on
the available literature and patent databases, an analysis of the available UAVs models was carried
out in terms of their applicability in air contaminated conditions in industrial areas, in the event
of emergencies, such as fire, chemical contamination. The possibilities of using the devices were
analyzed in terms of weather conditions, construction, and used materials in CBRN (chemical,
biological, radiological, nuclear) threat situations. It was found that, thanks to the use of appropriate
sensors, cameras, and software of UAVs integrated with a given system, it is possible to obtain
information on air quality at a given moment, which is very important for the safety of people and the
environment. However, several elements, including the possibility of use in acidification conditions,
requires refinement to changing crisis conditions.
Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV); CBRN threats; air quality; industrial area

1. Introduction
The area of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is a very dynamic and promising sector, which offers
new possibilities and opportunities [1–4]. According to estimates, the drone technology market will
reach USD 100 billion in 2020 [5–7]. Most of this market, estimated at 70%, covers military applications,
and the value of the commercial market showing a faster growth rate is estimated at USD 13 billion
in 2020. Moreover, PwC experts estimate that the total market of commercial applications in the
world amounts to USD 127 billion. Whereas, the size of the industrial drone fleet in Europe and the
United States is estimated by the consulting firm BCG at USD 50 billion dollars by 2050, with most of
this value expected to be related to drone services and data collection [5,8]. Additionally, in Poland,
the development of the drone market may be beneficial for the economy and may amount to PLN
310–910 mld, according to the Polish Economic Institute [9,10]. The value of the Polish drone market is
currently estimated at PLN 140 million, and it is estimated that by 2026 it will increase to over PLN
3 mld [5,8].
Already, drones are used in particular in everyday activities in areas such as agriculture [11],
environmental monitoring [12], engineering geology [13], rescue [14,15], insurance and journalism [16].
To monitor chemical hazards and assess the presence of pollutants in the air, detailed data is required
to determine the presence of a particular type of pollutant, such as solid particles, volatile organic
compounds, combustion products. CO2 , CH4 , N2 O, SO2 , and toxic organic pollutants polychlorinated
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dibenzodioxins (PCDD), polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDF), polychlorinated biphenyls, particles,
and nanoparticles of metals [17–19]. When measurements are carried out in hard-to-reach areas or near
sources of pollution, the use of UAVs significantly extends the measurement possibilities, enabling a
much better spatial and temporal resolution of measurement data compared to the results collected
on the basis of tests from the ground or manned aircraft [20–22]. UAV can also be used for testing
large areas, including hazardous areas, remote control allows for greater operational flexibility and
measurement accuracy [23].
In addition to the areas already in the practice of using UAVs, numerous new potential application
areas are undergoing numerous studies [24], such as project work Controlling an autonomous drone
with goggles (monocular) [25], analysis, and implementation work. This is also the case in the area of
rescue, among others [14,26].
Currently, much attention in conducted research, development work, and analyses is devoted to
chemical hazards precisely in the context of support by the available modern technologies of rescue
activities. Certain favorable conditions are necessary for the development of this industry. They are at
the stage of creation and improvement. Only in recent months, it is possible to indicate some significant
changes for the development of this industry, for example:
•

•

•
•

publication of the so-called standard scenarios for selected flights in European airspace [27]—they
contain the requirements and conditions of flights, which will also apply to UAVs that measure
chemicals in range and out of sight,
implementation by the Polish Air Navigation Services Agency of the PansaUTM drone traffic
coordination system in airport controlled zones—thanks to this, operators can quickly check flight
possibilities in a given area, digitally submit a flight plan, and obtain a permit to fly, they are also
visible to other airspace users, which improves safety [28],
UAVs testing for the monitoring of refining installations at PKN Orlen in Płock [29],
large-scale use of UAVs equipped with sensors to fight COVID-19 in industrial and urban areas [30].

The risk of chemical hazards is directly related to the storage, transport, use in the production
or manufacture of chemicals. Therefore, this article focuses in particular on the possibilities of using
UAVs to monitor chemical hazards (in the meaning of preventive actions) and the possibilities of
supporting rescue operations in industrial areas in the event of an adverse event, technical failure,
substance release, etc. It should also be noted that in the traditional monitoring system the points are
scattered over a large area, sometimes even several kilometers apart. Thus, monitoring concerns the
constant measurement of a selected type of pollutant at a given point. If drones are used, it is possible
to continuously measure selected pollutants in a given area in a specific time unit. The obtained data
make it possible to obtain information on the distribution of pollutants in a given area in a given time
unit. This type of monitoring is important especially in crisis situations, such as fire, or in areas where
economic activity is carried out with different emission levels, such as landfills, chemical industry.
For this purpose, the following repositories were analyzed: Scopus, ScienceDirect, arXiv,
BASE, BazTech, ResearchGate, Academia.edu, Directory of Open Access Journals, DART-Europe,
DSpace@MIT, Directory of Open Access Scholarly Resources, Google Scholar. The databases containing
research projects implemented under the 7th Framework Program and Horizon 2020 were also analyzed.
2. Air Monitoring in Industrial Areas
Atmospheric air and its quality are of significant importance, because on the one hand it determines
the functioning of living organisms and the occurrence of various processes, and on the other hand, it is
a medium into which various substances are introduced during the emission process. The presence of
compounds of different composition and the physical state determines the quality of the air and thereby
affects the organisms that live in an area and affects processes. The sources of indoor pollution are
practically every process that is carried out in a given area, including printing, photocopying, sanding,
mixing, drilling, cutting, painting. Therefore, in industrial areas, depending on the type of technology
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used, processes and activities carried out, compounds that are catalysts of biochemical processes,
often allergenic, toxic, and carcinogenic, are emitted including among others nitrogen, sulphur and
carbon oxides, ammonia, ozone, heavy metals and their compounds, dusts of various grain sizes and
structures, organic compounds such as benzene, acetylene, halogen derivatives, carbon tetrachloride,
lead tetraethylide, dimethyl disulphide, phenol, PAHs, and benzo(a)pyrene.
2.1. Legal Requirements
In order to ensure the safety of people and processes conducted air monitoring is required,
which allows for the assessment of the size and composition of air. In the case of industrial areas, it is
important because it allows you to take a number of actions to protect the environment and people,
starting from the detection of the threat, measurement of the degree of pollution, assessment of its
effects and the method of counteracting pollution and its effects. The collected information is a basic
tool in process management and ensuring the safety of people in a given area. The data obtained
as part of the monitoring allow for air quality control in relation to the standards in force in a given
area, determining the probability of a hazard, e.g., an explosion, and the possibility of influencing the
environment, including devices, machines, people working at a site. In the case of industrial areas,
monitoring is carried out based on various detection techniques. However, depending on the location
of the plant and the nature of the business, the assessment of air quality is based on the relevant laws
and regulations applicable in a given area, including local, national, and international (cross-border).
It should also be added that monitoring often covers not only the external and internal air of the
infrastructure located in the area of an industrial plant (offices, warehouses, technological line), but also
external areas, away from the plant, which may be exposed to the negative influence of the emitted
substances. Each region with special requirements, such as spas, individual countries, the European
Union or international non-governmental organizations such as WHO, have developed a series of
regulations that establish recommendations, health standards, and define the objectives of analysis
and monitoring for a number of pollutants present in the air. Examples of such regulations include
directives issued by the EU, such as:
-

-

-

Directive 2008/50/EU on ambient air quality and cleaner air for Europe (which includes elements
such as for example new air quality objectives for PM2.5 (fine particles) including the limit value
and exposure-related objectives, the possibility to discount natural sources of pollution when
assessing compliance against limit values, the possibility for time extensions of 3 years (PM10 ) or
up to 5 years (NO2 , benzene) for complying with limit values),
Directive 2004/107/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council relating to arsenic, cadmium,
mercury, nickel, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in ambient air (Fourth Daughter Directive),
Directive 2015/1480/EC of 28 August 2015 amending several annexes to Directives 2004/107/EC
and 2008/50/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council laying down the rules concerning
reference methods, data validation, and location of sampling points for the assessment of ambient
air quality,
Directive 2000/69/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council relating to limit values for
benzene and carbon monoxide in ambient air (Second Daughter Directive)—repealed by Directive
2008/50/EC [31].

Attention to the quality of the air we breathe is very important because, according to the
data presented by the WHO at the first WHO Global Conference on Air Pollution and Health in
October–November 2018 outdoor air pollution is a major cause of death and disease worldwide, and is
one cause of the nine deaths worldwide. According to the presented report, as much as 43% of all lung
diseases and deaths from lung cancer can be attributed to air pollution [32].
It should be noted, however, that the requirements for acceptable levels of pollution in many
areas apply to different periods of time because the observed health effects associated with different
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impurities occur in different periods of exposure. It is important because it allows determining the
possibility of performing work in given conditions and the possibility of health exposure.
In Poland, the Regulation of the Minister of the Environment of 8 June 2018, on the assessment of
the levels of substances in the air specifies the methods and scope of assessing the levels of substances in
the air. This document also includes requirements for the quality of measurements and other methods
of air quality assessment, including mathematical modeling of transport and changes of substances
in the air, assessment thresholds for certain substances in the air, and the permissible frequency of
their exceeding as well as the minimum number of permanent measuring stations, taking into account
emission sources (Journal of Laws 2018 item 1119). In addition, the Regulation of the Minister of Family,
Labor and Social Policy on the highest permissible concentrations and intensities of factors harmful to
health in the work environment (Journal of Laws 2020 item 61) on the other hand, defines the values of
the threshold limit value (TLV) in the air of the working environment. Three types of TLV expressed in
mg/m3 were distinguished:
(1)

(2)

(3)

threshold limit value (TLV)—the weighted average value of concentration, the impact of which
on an employee during the 8-h daily and average weekly working time, for the period of his
professional activity, should not cause negative changes in health (e.g., ammonia: 14; arsenic:
0.01; molybdenum and its compounds: 4; benzo(a)pyrene: 0.002; hydrogen chloride: 5; phenol:
7.8; crystalline silica: 0.1; nicotine: 0.1; wood dust, inhalable fraction: 2.0)
short term exposure limit (TLV-STEL)—the average value of the concentration which should not
cause negative changes in the health of the worker, if it occurs in the work environment for no
longer than 15 min and not more often than two times during a work shift, at an interval of not
less than 1 h (e.g., ammonia: 28; molybdenum and its compounds: 10; hydrogen chloride: 10;
phenol: 16)
ceiling exposure limit (TLV-CL)—concentration value that cannot be exceeded in the work
environment at any time (no limit values, e.g., for ammonia, arsenic, molybdenum, and its
compounds, pyrene, hydrogen chloride, phenol, crystalline silica, nicotine, wood dust—inhalable
fraction).

Depending on the purpose of the air quality control and monitoring works, it is necessary to
use an appropriate tool. Monitoring requires the use of measuring tools with specific requirements,
including the ability to carry out measurements in a specific time unit, at an appropriate height, from a
specific area, with the same accuracy. If it is necessary to learn about changes taking place in a given
area, the current monitoring system, based on several scattered points, is insufficient.
The quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the air inside and around buildings, structures
in terms of physicochemical and biological parameters allow determining indoor air quality (IAQ).
It is part of the work to be performed to determine the indoor environment quality (IEQ) index [33–35].
The quality of the indoor environment determines the well-being, safety, and work efficiency of people
in a given area. Having information about the concentration of certain substances, their change in time
and space, it is possible to take appropriate steps to protect the employee and the workplace.
2.2. Techniques and Tools Used in Monitoring
Permanent air monitoring is carried out by air quality monitoring stations operating within
the state environmental monitoring system. However, in the event of a failure, depending on the
needs related to the scale of the hazard, ad hoc measurements are carried out to identify a specific
substance. In Poland, these measurements are also carried out by State Fire and Rescue Units of the
State Fire Service, such as Regional Inspectorate for Environmental Protection, using mobile devices.
The most troublesome for air purity are emitters belonging mainly to the energy and industrial sector,
which account for 60–70% of emissions. In the case of industrial emitters, the term “pollutant discharge”
is often used. Measurements of air pollutants can be performed by in situ methods or with the
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use of remote monitoring systems by remote detection or detection at the hazard site and sending
measurement data to the database collecting such data [36].
Tubular detectors are used to detect and determine the concentration of certain gases at the point
of emission with the use of in situ methods, which enable direct reading of the concentration of a
given gaseous pollutant. Depending on the type of analyzer, the following types of devices can be
distinguished:
-

capillary tube detectors with an electronic reading of the result for determination O3, NO2 , NO,
multisensor portable gas detectors for simultaneous detection O2 , CO, H2 S, and explosive gases
and vapors,
IR absorption analyzers for detection and concentration determination: SO2 , NOx (NO, NO2 ,
N2 O, N2 O3 , N2 O5 ), CO, CO2 , HCl, and water vapor.

On the other hand, to detect contamination at a distance, optical devices called lidars (LIDAR
—Light Detection and Ranging) are most often used or acoustic sodars (SODAR—Sound Detection and
Ranging) [37]. Depending on the detection technique used, a number of lidar types are distinguished
that are used to perform various measurements necessary in air monitoring, see Table 1.
Table 1. List of technologies used in lidars to perform various measurements necessary in air monitoring.
Lidar Type

Detection Technique

Application Range

Ref

Scattering

Radiation—a laser emitting a single wave of a
specific length (one channel); detector—records the
feedback signal (scattering) from the tested object
in the atmosphere

Temperature;
measurements;
boundary layer height;
presence and location
of dust and aerosols in
the atmosphere

[38]

Raman

Uses the phenomenon of wavelength shift
(different for different molecules) of scattered
radiation on the object’s molecules (gas, aerosols,
dust) caused by inelastic energy exchange between
the molecule and the returning photon (Raman
scattering)

Water vapor; ozone;
atmospheric
temperature profiles;
climate and weather
research

[39]

Differential
absorption

Two wavelengths are transmitted: the first
wavelength is inverted to the adsorption line of the
test object (s), the second wavelength is slightly
further from the first and is slightly adsorbed by
the object;
the concentration of chemicals in the atmosphere
can be determined from the differential absorption
coefficient between the two wavelengths

Water vapor; nitrogen
oxides; sulphur oxides
ozone; methane;
ammonia; temperature
measurements

[40]

Doppler

Uses the measurement of the Doppler shift
frequency of laser radiation scattered by moving
aerosol or dust particles at wind speed; requires
lasers with a very narrow and stable line

Wind speed
measurement

[41]

Fluorescent

The device emits laser pulses of wavelength (in the
range of visible and ultraviolet light) with that
absorbed by the determined substances; the
radiation emitted by the substance is focused by
the telescope and directed towards it; detector

Metal atoms (Na, K, Ca,
Li, Fe) and ions (Ca)

[42]

A significant advantage of lidars is the possibility of their significant miniaturization, which allows
their use in practice when making measurements with the use of UAVs. Such measurement platforms
are used to perform accurate measurements of the concentration of pollutants in the air in large areas,
including hazardous or hard to reach areas. These measurements are useful not only in monitoring the
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environment but above all in the case of the need to assess chemical contamination in industrial areas
emitted by production plants during standard operations and during breakdowns. Gaudio et al. [43]
described the results of an experimental campaign carried out in the industrial region of Lamezia
Terme, in the Calabria region in southern Italy, with the main purpose of tracing the sources of pollution
emitted by urban traffic or factories. The measurements used a lidar/dial system that detects even
the first combustion stage on the basis of measuring the content of solid particles. On the basis of
the conducted research, it was found that the applied system enables the identification of the source
emitting the pollutants.
For remote monitoring by detecting contamination at the point of risk and sending data remotely,
point monitors are used to enable sampling, detecting contamination, and sending collected data
remotely. The core of a spot monitor is a sensor that converts a physico-chemical signal from a pollutant
into an analytical signal, usually an electrical one [44]. The sensors employ a variety of contamination
detection mechanisms that can be systematized into the following groups: electrochemical, electrical,
gravimetric, thermometric, magnetic, biological, and optical. Electrochemical sensors in the form
of electrodes are most often used to detect O3 , SO2 , NO2 , CO, CO2 , HCl, HF, Cn Hm [45,46].
The electrochemical reaction taking place on the electrode is appropriately selected for the determination
of the selected substance. Depending on the mode of operation, there are potentiometric, voltametric,
coulometric, and conductometric sensors. Electric sensors that change their parameters in contact with
selected substances are used for detection of NO2 , NO, H2 S, CO, NH3 .
To monitor the presence of dust, gravimetric sensors are used, which contain crystals made of
piezoelectric material that change the frequency of natural vibrations with the change of mass [47].
The thermometric sensors use the heat of reaction emitted or absorbed as a result of the reaction of the
substance being analyzed with the active layer of the sensor [48]. Magnetic sensors operate with the
use of the phenomenon of the magnetic field on the paramagnetic quantities of the measured gases [49].
These sensors are used primarily to determine the oxygen concentration in a mixture of other gases.
In biological sensors with a detection, biological, or biochemical element, which is connected to
an electric transducer, proteins, enzymes, hormones, microorganisms are most often used as biological
detectors. The different types of sensors can be components of multipurpose sensors that are used to
monitor pollutant emissions from industrial plants. They can be used for air monitoring with UAVs.
This allows for accurate measurements of the concentration of pollutants in the air in large areas,
including hazardous or hard-to-reach areas. These measurements are useful not only in monitoring
the environment but also in the case of the need to assess chemical contamination in industrial areas
emitted by production plants in standard operations and during breakdowns [50–52].
UAVs equipped with measuring devices may soon become a useful tool for general air quality
measurements and monitoring. Such solutions also provide new opportunities during rescue operations.
Currently, UAVs are used more and more often in the event of technical failures, substance releases,
and other local hazards. The scope and method of using these solutions also in rescue are subject to
significant changes, new possibilities of application are revealed and use. Numerous research and
development works are carried out in the field of using UAVs. One of the projects carried out under
international cooperation is the project “Drones4Safety—Inspection Drones for Ensuring Safety in
Transport Infrastructures” (Horyzont2020). The project aims to increase the security of the European
civil transport system by developing a swarm of autonomous drones specialized in the inspection of
railway and road infrastructure [53].
Another example is the “LABYRINTH” project (Horizon2020), which is devoted to creating a
flight planning system that uses communication between drones and advanced algorithms to avoid
collisions [54]. However, as part of the project “Design and construction of a family of special purpose
unmanned aerial vehicles” (The National Centre for Research and Development, Poland), it is planned
to develop seven UAV platforms with dedicated sensors, including visible and infrared light, as well
as sensors for assessing environmental contamination with chemicals [55]. They concern both the
structure and parameters of UAV, its control, autonomy, as well as the use of measuring devices,
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image transmission, etc. It is a dynamic industry for which legal foundations and standardization
works are carried out. In June 2020, ISO published four international standards [56–59]. On the other
hand, the ISO/TC 20/SC 16 Committee is working on 25 other standards. It is also worth mentioning
that European UAVs will have to have a unique physical serial number compliant with standard
“ANSI/CA-2063 Small Unmanned Aerial System Serial Numbers”.
The fact is, however, that dedicated formal bases for use as well as standardization or
standardization documents and guidelines are becoming more and more urgent [60] concerning,
inter alia:
-

use of UAVs during incidents involving hazardous materials,
transport of hazardous materials and samples with UAVs,
methods of decontamination of UAVs exposed to pollutants and other chemicals.

At the same time, it is recommended to continue research efforts aimed at the development and
implementation of durable sensors, resistant to harsh environmental conditions [61].
3. Characteristics of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
UAS (unmanned aerial systems), also known as drones or remotely piloted aircraft systems, are
systems consisting of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), a communication link, a ground control
station (GCS), payload, software, and an operator. Thanks to the current technology, UAVs may be
controlled from the ground, remotely, partially, or fully autonomous. UAVs are classified in various
ways, including e.g., operational range, weight, or configuration. Currently, however, there is no one
universal, recognized classification that would be universally used.
One of the essential elements in the selection of UAVs for work are parameters of the device
and the skills of its operator, which determine the ability to perform specific, desired activities.
Dedicated devices are used to conduct measurements, they have sets of sensors and equipment,
as well as software often constituting a proprietary solution addressed to a given device such as FLIR
VueLink™, DRIMS2, Atmon FL Ground Unit [62–64], for recording the results of their analysis and
transmitting information and signals.
For the purpose of monitoring chemical hazards and threats in industrial areas, indispensable
components include at least:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

thermometer—makes it possible to determine whether the ranges specified by the manufacturer
are not exceeded and whether there is a risk, e.g., faster discharge of the batteries as a result of
low temperature,
pyrometer—enables remote point temperature measurement of an object, e.g., a tank,
hygrometer—allows measurement of humidity and determining whether it does not exceed the
level that may damage electronic systems or deteriorate radio communication,
altimeter (e.g., barometric)—allows to compare the concentrations of substances at different heights,
GNSS receiver—determines precise position of the UAV,
transponder—enables detection and recognition of UAVs by other airspace users and air
traffic services,
navigation and warning lighting—enables safe flight at night,
transmitters, radio signal receivers, antennas—they enable the control of UAVs on long distances.

Sensors
Chemical substances sensors as well as acoustic and optical sensors, which can be used depending
on the purpose of the monitoring, are crucial through the monitoring (Table 2). Apart from the
monitoring objective, the UAV system itself and the software have also great importance. The sensors
must be compatible with the selected UAV model.
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Table 2. Characteristics of selected sensors.
Sensors

Parameters

Application

Resolution: 640 × 512
or
336 × 256
Frequency: 30 Hz
IP: 44
Mass: 629 g
Temperature detection
range: −40–550 ◦ C

Fire
Solar panel
inspections
Research
relating to
hazardous
materials
power industry
Agriculture
Building
inspections
Rescue

Advantage

Disadvantage

Ref

Infrared sensors

Zenmuse XT2

Numerous additional
functions:
Temperature alarm
Tracking of the
warmest object
Overlay an RGB over
thermal image
Freezing the view on a
specific object
View of a specific
temperature spectrum
band

[65]

Magnetometers

The AirBIRD

Mass: 3.5 kg
Minimum cruising
speed: 10 m/s
Operating time: 1.5 h
GPS accuracy: 0.7 m
Sensitivity: 0.022 nT
Refreshing: 1 Hz
Accuracy: ±0.1 nT
Tolerance gradient:
50,000 nT/m

The
MONARCH

Plane with built-in two
magnetic field sensors
Sensitivity: 0.022 nT
Refresh: 1 Hz
Accuracy: ±0.1 nT
Gradient Tolerance:
50,000 nT/m

Measurements
of the magnetic
field and its
changes

High measurement
accuracy
Measurements
broadcast live by radio
to the GCS

The test lead
makes it
difficult to use
in the field with
obstacles
Difficult
operations
during high
winds

Measurements
of the magnetic
field and its
changes

No system cable
required
Possibility of flight in
worse weather
conditions
The ability to fly with a
small amount of
terrain obstacles

Cannot hover

[67]

Low power
consumption
Low interference
impact
Easy to mount
Low price

Reliability
(certainty) of
measurements
Low range (up
to several
meters)

[68]

High price

[69]

[66]

Sonars

MB1242

Interface: I2C
Supply voltage: 3–5.5
V
Frequency: 42 kHz
Refresh rate: 10–40 Hz
Weight: a few grams

Distance
measurement
Automatic
flights

Multispectral sensors

RedEdge-MX

Weight: 231.9 g
Battery voltage:
4.2–15.8 V
Power: 4 W peak 8 W
Spectral bands: Blue,
green, red IR
Frequency: 1 Hz
Interfaces: Serial,
Ethernet, removable
Wi-Fi, GPS, SDHC

Measurements
of different
objects in
different light
ranges can give Broad range of
information on: application
Relative low mass
Substrate
moisture
Condition/condition
of plants
Temperature
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Table 2. Cont.
Sensors

Parameters

Application

Advantage

Disadvantage

Ref

Radiation sensors

DroneRad

Resolution: 1 µR/HR
Interface: RS-232, USB
(optional)
IP: 64
GPS measurement
location

Measurement
of gamma
radiation and
X-rays
(optional
number of
neutrons)

Easy to install
Wireless
Detection of the type of
radioactive substance
Battery powered

[70]

Toxic substances sensors
Battery power: 1.5–3.6
V
Power: 2 mW
Interface: I2C or
SENSIBUS
Substances to be
measured:
Smart Cable
Air

MUVE C360

•
•
•
•

NH4
NO2
Alcohol
Air pollutants,
including
flammable ones,
Cigarette smoke

Weight: 680 g
Measured substances:
CO, Cl2 , O2 , NO2 , H2 S,
SO2 , lower explosive
limit IP: 43
Battery power: 24 V

Measurements
of substances in
quantities
endangering
human health

Measurements
of substances in
quantities
endangering
human health

Low power
consumption
Additional
measurement of
humidity and
temperature

Requires
adaptation to
the drone

[71,
72]

Results transmitted
live

Requires the
use of a specific
UAV
Power supply
from UAV
No thresholds
or warnings

[62]

Source: own study based on technical data.

The use of selected sensors and the UAV itself in a specific environment with high emissions
of toxic substances requires their additional adaptation, that is, inter alia, ensuring an appropriate
IP protection level (International Protection Rating). One of the basic issues in these conditions is
the resistance of UAVs and used measuring devices to weather conditions, as well as taking into
account the presence of temporary or permanent chemical substances in a given zone. For example,
in air, some oxides, when reacted with water vapor, can form corrosive substances, such as acids,
which can undoubtedly be destructive to housing components. Therefore, adaptation to work in such
conditions should also apply to elements such as ground control stations/RC apparatus, flight parameter
display screen and camera view, gimbal with a camera, goggles for viewing the image, additional
mobile antennas increasing the range. In addition, consideration must be given to the possibility of
certain conditions posing a risk of temporary or continuous occurrence of potentially explosive zones,
which poses further challenges for UAVs and their equipment. Equipment and systems intended for
use in potentially explosive atmospheres must meet certain basic requirements. Ensuring compliance
of the UAV and its dedicated equipment with ATEX directive may cause a technical problem that will
result in the limitation of use in potentially explosive areas [73]. UAVs equipped with electric motors
and various sensors and electrical components may be a potential source of ignition due to the material
from which they were made and their construction [74].
The present limitations include, inter alia, the widespread use of a composite housing that
accumulates electrostatic charges, and the traditional use of spraying an antistatic agent on a surface
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may not be feasible or may damage other systems. Thus, the development or adaptation of a drone to
ATEX requirements (in the field of intrinsic safety) is currently a complex challenge, both in terms of
science and technology (development of the solutions themselves), as well as business (implementation
costs).
One of the few examples of UAVs currently meeting the requirements of the ATEX directive is the
LE 4-8X [75], which was used to detect gas leaks and damage to the thermal insulation of tanks in
the Guiana Space Centre. The conceptual work, the appropriate risk assessment procedure, and the
adaptation of this product was a great challenge and took as long as 18 months [76]. It was necessary to
adapt all electrical and electronic systems, replace the housing with a material with a specific thermal
resistance, modify the wiring, replace elements, such as carbon fiber propellers that were replaced
with wooden ones to prevent static electricity. The introduced changes allowed for the adaptation
of the UAV to work in the 2nd hazard zone classified according to the ATEX directive, i.e., where it
is unlikely that the potentially explosive atmosphere (consisting of a mixture with air of flammable
substances in the form of gas, vapor, or mist) will occur in the performance of ordinary activities, and
if it occurs for a short period [77].
UAVs allow to locate a source of threat, remotely measure a toxic and hazardous substance,
transmit the image at specific distances to the rescue operation control station, and visualize the
measurement results in real time. Therefore, they enable faster identification of the situation and thus
the possibility of making better decisions regarding the use of human and material resources, as well
as conducting rescue operations. The applications of these solutions are already possible in this area,
and in the future more technologically advanced solutions will be available, which will extend the
scope of application in the areas of impact of various substances, including explosive atmospheres.
Applications of these solutions are already possible in this area, and in the future,
more technologically advanced solutions will probably be available, which will extend the scope of
application in the areas of impact of various substances, including explosive atmospheres.
It should be added, however, that one of the most important issues in the conducted works
is the need to obtain an accurate measurement, consistent with the actual state present in a given
environment. The obtained result is conditioned by many factors, including imperfection of the
measuring instruments used, variability of the measured physical quantity. Knowledge in this area is
necessary, as it allows to determine whether the obtained results make sense, whether they provide a
basis for the development of credible and reliable information and tools to counteract the occurrence
of these threats. The operator, depending on the purpose of the research, must apply an appropriate
measurement methodology, taking into account the sensor parameters in relation to the analysis of
the environment in which the measurement is carried out, or the size of a possible error. Hence, it is
necessary to take into account the process of verification of the measurement accuracy, validation
of the developed solution in given environmental conditions, for a given concentration range of the
selected analyte.
Monitoring chemical hazards, and thus using UAVs to support rescue operations, is one of
the areas of current research and a potential area of mass application of this technology and UAV
capabilities in the near future. In the scientific literature, attention is drawn to the aspects necessary
for the safe use of UAVs in rescue, such as appropriate, adapted to a given type of UAVs mission,
operator training, risk analysis, adaptation of UAVs to autonomous flight. This is important for flights
within the operator’s line of sight and becomes more specific when flying out of sight. UAVs are not
immune to radio signal interference or difficult weather conditions. Their disadvantages also include
the relatively short flight time of the currently offered UAVs, especially in the case of multirotors.
The necessity to interrupt the flight and measurements, landing, battery replacement, and re-take off
limit the usefulness of UAVs use during rescue operations. Therefore, modernization of UAVs towards
full autonomy (e.g., automatic landing and battery replacement) and relieving the operator (rescuer)
is increasingly important for the possibility of using it in rescue operations [77], when immediate
information on air quality, pollutant identification, and emissions is essential.
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4. Application of UAV for Air Quality Assessment
UAVs equipped with appropriate sensors are increasingly being successfully used in rescue
operations. Visible light and infrared cameras are most often used during and after rescue operations.
This was the case with the gas explosion and the fire of the gas pipeline in Murowana Goślina in
2018 [78] or the gas explosion in Janków Przygodzki in 2013 [79]. Current and constant monitoring of
selected compounds and temperature, carried out by drones, allowed for taking appropriate measures,
minimizing the further development of environmental contamination.
It should be noted that in the scientific literature there are relatively a few studies devoted to
operational monitoring of threats in the chemical industry with the use of unmanned aerial vehicles.
Restas A. distinguished two basic possibilities of its use [80]:
(1)
(2)

to support preventive actions—during airborne inspections of hazardous materials transport and
monitoring industrial facilities or installations,
responding to accidents involving hazardous substances—reconnaissance in the event of an
accidental leakage of hazardous substances.

The researcher draws attention to the advantages of using UAVs compared to the traditional
operation of chemical rescue units—faster time of launching and delivering the image from the
scene without exposing firefighters to danger. Traditional chemical reconnaissance means preparing
measuring equipment, putting on protective clothing and a breathing apparatus along with starting
the measuring devices, which obviously takes more time than the preparation and measurement flight
of the UAV. Moreover, the protective clothing may obstruct movement or even prevent thorough
reconnaissance [80]. It should be noted, however, that the effective and efficient use of UAV requires
meeting several conditions at the same time. These include, among others: fast transmission of
high-quality images from the camera, favorable weather conditions for flights, appropriate training,
and qualifications of operators.
Particular difficulties may arise when it is necessary to use UAV inside facilities, such as rooms,
tanks. Inside the facility there may be flammable dusts or flammable materials, pyrophoric compounds
that react with water or oxygen, and toxic compounds. In such an environment the system may be
damaged or contaminated. The need to decontaminate the UAV after use requires careful assessment
and planning. In addition, remote devices may be out of the pilot’s line of sight and internal obstacles
may present a difficult flight path. In such a situation, an action plan should be defined before starting
operations in the event of a shutdown of the UAV inside the facility [52].
The possibility of using drones to minimize the threat to life and health due to the emission of
harmful compounds into the atmosphere was also noticed by the Austin Powder company, which deals
with explosives. The company aims to minimize the emissions of toxic NOx that can be released
into the atmosphere during mining operations. To this end, scientists at the Rochester Institute of
Technology are developing ways to use drones to quantify the NOx contamination produced by
explosions. They plan to capture the volume of the NOx cloud by placing multiple drones with
synchronized cameras around the explosion, and fly the drone directly into the cloud left by the
explosion to measure the gas concentration with special equipment [81].
Chemical companies are showing increasing interest in the use of drones to protect and counteract
threats. Currently, drones are used primarily for taking photos, monitoring surfaces, however, due to
the emerging technological solutions, research is being undertaken in the field of plant monitoring,
for example to detect gas leaks [82]. The Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) is researching the
placement of chemical weapons sensors on drones. One of the biggest challenges in developing this
drone monitoring system is integrating the sensor software with the navigation electronics for drones
so that if a suspicious relationship is detected with the drone it can be maneuvered into the cloud for
optimal detection and data collection [82].
Drones can be used for individual detection, i.e., to measure a selected pollutant at a selected
point, but they can also be used in an air quality monitoring system, in difficult, dangerous, health,
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and life-threatening areas or in standard conditions. Drones are used for ongoing monitoring works,
including measurement and monitoring of pollutants emitted, especially in the autumn–winter–summer
period. Due to the fight against smog, standard monitoring based on measurement points is insufficient.
More and more often, the roads are used to measure smog pollution, including PM10 and PM2.5 .
Ongoing monitoring of a given area, based on drones, is a tool to combat the improper process of
heating houses or other activities contributing to the increased risk of smog.
An example is the Aviation Atmosphere Monitoring System by Pelixar S.A., which is used,
inter alia, to detect sources of emissions resulting from the combustion of forbidden substances,
to determine the size of the smog cloud, the directions of its movement, the place of its condensation
and the prediction of the phenomenon. Depending on the version, the Pelixar LMA drone is equipped
with a module for remote reading and recording of parameters: suspended PM2.5 and PM10 dust,
thermometer, hygrometer, GPS position, video camera with 10x optical zoom, video transmission
in FHD resolution. The concept of measuring pollutants that generate smog, including the location
of the emission source, based on drones, has been introduced in cities such as Gdynia and Elblag
˛
(Poland) [83].
An interesting solution is also Scentroid DR1000, which can be used for sampling and analyzing
the surrounding air up to 150 m above ground level. It gives the opportunity to monitor more than
30 different pollutants, including H2 S, CH4 , CO2 , SO2 , VOCs, and particulate matter (PM10 , PM2.5 ,
and PM1 ). The Scentroid DR1000 laboratory drone also allows to safely collect air samples required for
laboratory analysis, which is important especially in places that are inaccessible or difficult to access,
or in places that threaten the operator’s health and life [63].
One of the applications of UAVs in the area of CBRN (chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear)
threats is the measurement of radioactive radiation. The method was successfully used during the
accident at the Fukushima nuclear power plant. The unmanned helicopter during programmed
autonomous flights was used to map the radiation distribution and illustrate the movement of the
radioactive cloud. It also made it possible to measure radiation in areas that are difficult to access for
units with portable meters. Marturano et al. [84] simulated complex scenarios that took into account
increased levels of radioactivity as occurred during the Chernobyl and Fukushima nuclear power
plants failures. In subsequent emergencies of this type, an accurate mapping of the radioactive cloud
can provide invaluable input for mathematical models determining the dispersion of radioactivity in
time and space. This information can be a valuable input to predictive models and decision support
systems, providing valuable guidance on the safe intervention of first responders or the subsequent
need to evacuate affected regions.
Dutch crisis management firm Trimension ran a three-day the Trimodex 2 exercise, sponsored by
the European Union Civil Protection Mechanism (EUCPM). As part of the exercise, a crisis response
simulation was carried out using drones to support search and rescue operations. Simulation was
addressed to a hypothetical country that has been affected by the refugee crisis, as a result of the
hurricane, which was followed by floods and landslides. The tests carried out showed that, although
drones had limited use in this simulation, they have the potential to become part of a crisis response
toolkit for very specific tasks [85].
Valuable experience is also gained from exercises for the needs of research projects. As part of the
e-Notice project and the organized international field exercises conducted in 2019 by the CNBOP-PIB
consortium and the City of Dortmund Fire Department at a railway siding in Dortmund, a scenario
covering an accident of rail tank cars with chemicals was checked. The accident resulted in a fluid
leak that was not identified due to incomplete and illegible marking on the tank. For reconnaissance,
the UAV equipped with a visible light and thermal imaging camera was used as a support. The event
area is shown in the photo below (Figure 1).
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the fire brigade, which have the possibility of wireless transmission of the current image of the scene
of the event, as well as the transmission of additional information, data, and measurements. In the
future, UAVs and their equipment will require less work/maintenance related to their preparation
for flight and taking measurements, and the process of sharing the images will be more automated.
Effective implementation of these described practical activities will require all organizational units of
the State Fire Service that have drones and their additional equipment, primarily system solutions,
and these will be created on the basis of exercises, conclusions from thematic workshops with the
creation of drone scenarios, and the analysis of actual activities with the use of UAVs during rescue
operations—firefighting. Mass use of UAVs is related to obtaining full autonomy by the UAV and its
equipment, so that the Commander can independently use the UAV platform, adapted to the rescue
needs [88–90]. It should also be added that the research carried out at the Scientific and Research
Centre for Fire Protection—National Research Institute (CNBOP-PIB, Józefów, Poland), as part of the
project “Controlling an autonomous drone using goggles (monocular)” [25]—showed that the main
requirements concern, inter alia, weather conditions in the scope of operating temperature from −30 to
+65 ◦ C, wind speed, flight possibilities during rainfall, as well as functional ones, such as resistance to
water, interference, dust, selected chemicals, flight time.
Marques et al. [91] reported the results of GammaEx project based on the emergence of a new
concept, addressing the use of UAVs in CBRN operations, considering the environmental context of
the explosive atmospheres that could be part of port and maritime incident-based scenarios. Based on
near-real scenarios, a UAV with remote sensing capabilities and ATEX compliance was developed.
The selected scenarios were very close to the real event because they were selected based on a risk
probability analysis. These scenarios with real fire obtained by burning toxic industrial chemicals
allowed the testing of detectors under near-real conditions. Such research may be of great importance
in rescue operations after explosions such as recently in Lebanon, which took place on 4 August 2020
in the port of Beirut.
An interesting solution is also the possibility of using several integrated different technologies
and tools to carry out area monitoring. The integration of the laser network of pollution detectors in
conjunction with the system mounted on an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) allows for the identification
and emission of a given pollutant. The occurrence of an anomaly will activate the drone and the area
will be examined by the drone [92]. This solution may be important in the case of chemical industrial
plants, where the air quality is important for safety, and the exceeding of permissible standards
(e.g., hourly concentration) may define the necessity of evacuation.
UAVs are increasingly used in the monitoring system, allowing the determination of both the
temporary, short-term and long-term impact of pollution on humans and the environment. In addition,
the possibility of making measurements at intervals of seconds, allows the mapping of the area,
the location of the emission source, and tracking the movement of pollutants. This information is
necessary not only for ongoing monitoring, but especially in the event of events that threaten the life
and safety of people. Information on the distribution of the concentration of a given substance in place
and time is important for this type of event. Monitoring based on the UAV allows for immediate
information about the risk of exceeding the permissible hourly concentration and thus allows for taking
appropriate actions. It is not possible in the case of stationary monitoring based on monitoring stations.
5. Conclusions
At present, unmanned aerial vehicles are an important tool in the field of air quality monitoring,
identification of hazardous compounds that endanger the health and safety of people and pose a threat
to the environment. However, in order for them to be safely and reliably used, it is necessary to take
into account such materials and structures of the UAV that will be resistant to environmental conditions
occurring during the operation and tested in terms of their actual parameters and functionality.
For the development of the mass use of UAVs, projects and technologies related to the automation
of operation, control, and continuing airworthiness are important. Paradoxically, apart from the
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legislation, for the rapid development of UAVs applications, standardization work and the development
of product standards are necessary. For rescue applications, there is great potential in combining
technologies. An example is the already mentioned project [25] implementation period 2018–2021,
under which a dedicated form of drone control using the operator’s eyesight is being developed for the
purposes of operational activities of the Border Guard. Such research allows revealing new needs and
possibilities of available new technologies and their combination. They also allow for the verification of
already possible practical applications and those requiring further technology development, e.g., UAV.
However, it is important to be aware that the use of each new technology is associated, on the one
hand, with new possibilities and functionalities and, on the other hand, with new needs, challenges,
and threats. (e.g., drone fall, loss of control, communication, collision, damage, danger, etc.).
The results of the analysis in question may allow for further systematization of formal, legal,
research, and operational aspects related to the use of UAVs during activities related to chemical rescue.
Until now, there have been no such analyses. This paper also may be the basis for further research
and work on the possibility of using UAVs in situations in increased emissions, when knowledge of
the air quality at a given moment is so necessary. In the case of the fire brigade, such use may be of
particular importance in the case of fires, e.g., landfills or industrial areas, when it is not fully known
what material is burned and thus it is difficult to determine what products of combustion will be
emitted into the environment. The presented research results also indicate the possibility of using the
system of permanent air quality control in specific places, such as landfills, due to the high mobility of
the system and the possibility of quick and easy location of areas where additional personal protection
or areas at risk of explosion is required. The cited research results and the conducted analysis may
also constitute the basis and some inspiration for further activities, research, experiments and, finally,
implementation of solutions dedicated to air quality assessment and their use in practice. These studies
may reveal further needs for the practical application of such measurements. Among them, it is
justified to mention that there is the need for dedicated guidelines about tactics of using UAVs to
monitor selected CBRN threats and support for rescue and firefighting operations.
Funding: This research was funded by the National Centre for Research and Development as part of the project
entitled “Controlling an autonomous drone using goggles (monocular)”, no. DOB-BIO9/26/04/2018.
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